
ALERT: WHITE POWER AGITATOR 
IN YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD

Left: John L Clemmer. Right: A screenshot from Clemmer's YouTube page under his pseudonym WhyTea

Meet John Lee Clemmer, your neighbor at 3640 Lee St. SE in Smyrna. Clemmer has been active since at 
least 2017 with “Identity Evropa,” a white nationalist group recently renamed as “American Identity 
Movement”. Clemmer is also a racist propagandist, issuing pieces such as “Demography: How to Make 
America White Again” under the pen name “Why Tea”. 

Some facts about John L. Clemmer: 
•         Clemmer is clear about his racism. For example, he uses the term “chimpouts” for Black Lives Matter 
protests. Clemmer believes in Nazi-style eugenics and claims, “you totally have to have abortion for blacks 
and hispanics and undesirable whites.” Clemmer promoted a similar worldview on a blog and YouTube 
channel as “Why Tea”. 
•         Clemmer’s white power organization, Identity Evropa, helped organize the Charlottesville “Unite the 
Right” rally in August 2017. Identity Evropa helped organize the rally and is being sued for its role in the 
ensuing violence, which included the murder of antiracist activist Heather Heyer. Clemmer has been active 
in the Identity Evropa since at least August 2017. 
•         In December 2017, Identity Evropa held an anti-immigration demonstration on Georgia Tech campus 
in Atlanta. According to the organization’s internal communications, Clemmer financed this expensive action. 
The flash rally was designed to create social media buzz for the racist group and assist in recruitment. 
•         Clemmer has continued within Identity Evropa into 2019. Based on his experience as a consulting 
manager at IBM, he gives other white nationalists in the organization advice about working in tech and helps 
with racist campaigns from behind the scenes. 

Since Clemmer is quietly organizing to “Make America White Again,” we believe neighbors should know of 
his intentions.  See our website for further documentation on Clemmer. Warn your friends and neighbors. 
Please contact us if you have more information about Clemmer’s white nationalist activity.
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